
Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble Critter
Compassion: A Heartwarming Tale of
Kindness and Empathy
Once upon a time, in a cozy little town named Petville, there lived an
extraordinary creature named Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble. This endearing critter
was unlike anything anyone had ever seen before.

The Origins of Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble

Legend has it that Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble was born from a magical blend of
love and compassion. He possessed a soft, dough-like body that had the ability to
stretch and reshape with ease. Gobble's eyes sparkled with warmth, and his
infectious giggles brought joy to everyone he encountered.

From a young age, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble had a profound understanding of
the pains and struggles of animals. As he inched his way through the world, he
noticed how many critters were mistreated or neglected. This realization sparked
Gobble's compassion, and he made it his life's mission to help each critter find
love and care.
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Gobble Gobble's Compassionate Adventures

With determination in his heart, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble embarked on a series
of heartwarming adventures to bring compassion to the animal kingdom.

The Lost Pup: A Furry Miracle

One fateful day, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble stumbled upon a tiny pup who had
lost his way. The poor thing was shivering in a cold alley, scared and alone.
Gobble's heart sank upon witnessing the pup's plight.

Without a second thought, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble extended his dough-like
body and made a cozy bed for the lost pup. The warmth of his embrace instantly
comforted the shivering creature. Gobble guided the pup back to safety and
ensured he found a loving forever home.

The Forlorn Kitten: A Tale of Hope

As Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble continued his compassionate journey, he stumbled
upon a forlorn little kitten. This kitten had been abandoned by its mother and was
crying helplessly, desperately seeking comfort.

Without hesitation, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble wrapped his soft arms around the
kitten, soothing its cries. He gently nuzzled the kitten and offered it support and
warmth. Gobble then engaged the community to find the perfect family willing to
embrace the lonely kitten.

The Elderly Rabbit: A Second Chance at Happiness

One gloomy afternoon, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble met a wise old rabbit, who had
become frail and neglected due to his advancing age. The rabbit was longing for
companionship and love as his days grew shorter.



Aware of the rabbit's sadness, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble hopped alongside him,
offering support and companionship. The duo quickly formed a deep bond as
Gobble told stories and shared joyous moments. Recognizing the rabbit's need
for genuine care, Gobble found a compassionate family who embraced the
elderly rabbit, showering him with endless love until his last breath.

Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble's Legacy

Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble's selfless acts of compassion and empathy soon
spread like wildfire throughout the town of Petville. People young and old were
inspired by his kindness, and they began to embody the spirit of critter
compassion themselves.

Today, Gobble Gobble Mr Wobble's legacy lives on, as his story serves as a
reminder that even the simplest acts of kindness can bring about profound
change. His lesson in compassion continues to encourage people to extend their
loving arms towards all creatures, big and small.
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What turkey actually loves Thanksgiving? Wobble the turkey sure does! ♥
Especially when he finds out Farmer Joe will be “having him for dinner!” He can’t
wait to be the dinner guest on this most special day.
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As Farmer Joe sharpens his ax and prepares, Wobble prepares too. He styles his
gobbler. He practices his loud, joyous gobbles and gets to bed extra early.

Meanwhile his friends on the farm do not share his excitement. Wobble can’t
understand why!

How will dinner turn out for Wobble? Find out in this adorable story that captures
the true meaning of Thanksgiving.

“Wow! Way to write an inspiring, beautiful story teaching us to care for animals,
Becky! The happiness the turkey felt and the concern of his friends led to a
wonderful surprise. I don't want to spoil this for others, of course, and I urge
parents, teachers and all to enjoy this new book of Becky's. It is rich, fun and a
sweet, sweet story that's awesomely illustrated by Zuzana Svobodova.” Amazon
Customer

“Sweet, funny, gentle story and adorable, warm illustrations come together to
create a winner! You'll love the surprise ending! This one is sure to be a holiday
treasure!” Amazon Customer

Don’t wait until Thanksgiving to buy your copy, Gobble Gobble Mr. Wobble is a
favorite of children year-round! Get your copy today!
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